PRESS RELEASE - October 25th 2021
Night Sky X for macOS
🎉 Celebrating 10 years of Night Sky!
Night Sky - the worlds most famous stargazing app, is celebrating its 10th year with Night Sky X!
In Night Sky X for macOS, the app builds on all of the major stargazing breakthroughs
introduced last month on iOS and iPadOS, by bringing them to the Mac!
In addition we’ve introduced Sky Timestamps in this update, to save the sky for your favourite
dates whether it be the sky for the night you were born, or the sky on the night of a major celestial
event.
WHAT ARE THESE THINGS?
+ SKY TAGS - Make Night Sky yours, by adding personal Sky Tags to the map! Pin Sky Tags to
objects in the sky to save for future reference, and share them via iMessage so others can find
them! Sky Tags can be categorized, and are completely personal to you. Maybe you want to
tag a star as a memorial to someone, or tag something you’d like to observe later that night. You
can even add Astrophotography photos and observation notes to your Sky Tags! Sky Tags are
synced to Night Sky on iPhone and iPad, so use the Mac to plan your stargazing session with
Sky Tags, then find them whilst you’re out stargazing with your mobile device!*
(*2 free Sky Tags included, Premium Subscribers get Unlimited Sky Tags)

+ SKY TIMESTAMPS - Travel to anytime in the past or future using the Space Travel feature,
then Sky Timestamp the time for quick recollection! Save the sky for the night you were born, or
any other significant celestial event to revisit at the tap of your Sky Timestamp!
“10 years ago I created a simple app in my childhood bedroom and called it Night Sky. I could
never have imagined at the time, how Night Sky would have such a reaching impact on
astronomy education around the globe. We’re celebrating its 10th anniversary with 2 major
innovative updates this year. Welcome to our most personal version yet - Night Sky X!”
- Andy Weekes, Founder & Company Director, iCandi Apps.

iCandi Apps was founded in 2008 by Andy Weekes, after he was inspired by the introduction of
the App Store by Steve Jobs. Andy went from being a school teacher to creating one of the most
successful reference apps in the world. Over the past 10 years the team has grown and made the
most popular astronomy app in the world, having a reaching and meaningful impact on
astronomy education around the globe.
Night Sky X for macOS is available to download from the Mac App Store from October 25th 2021
https://itunes.apple.com/app/night-sky/id475772902?mt=8
MORE INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT NightSky.com

Screenshot of Night Sky X on macOS

(more screenshots available in the downloadable Press Kit at NightSky.com)

